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Abstract
Purpose: Present study was conducted with the aim of the effects of
teaching method of writing with brain-based learning on educational
self-efficacy and written ability of female students in fifth grade of
primary school. Materials & Methods: A quasi-experimental method
with designing pre-test and post-test with unequal control group was
used and to select the sample, the one-stage cluster sampling method
was applied. The population of this study included all Esfarayen
elementary school fifth grade female students in the academic year of
94-95 that their number was 483 people. The current sample
consisted of 30 people who were randomly assigned to two
experimental and control groups. Findings: Examining and analyzing
of obtained scores, using covariance analysis showed between written
language of the control group and the experimental group as well as
between academic self-efficacy of experimental and control group
there is statistically significant difference. Discussion: Accordingly,
training writing with the method of brain-based learning was effective
on written language of students. Therefore, it can then be concluded
brain-based approach training had desirable effect and can be used
practical.
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1. Introduction
Written language is the highest and complex communication form. writing is the last step in the
hierarchy of written language abilities, that those are considered as the fundamental learning and useful
experiences of lingual skills in listening, speaking, reading and in fact a prerequisite for writing. It is
obvious that any difficulties in other areas of language will effect on acquisition act of written language
(Wallace & mk Laughlin, translation of Tous, 1373). Writing language proficiency is correct
transference of audio cues to linear signs by observing the characteristics of each in order to send a
message to the correct manner (Posts by Mario, 1980). Written skills are one of very important lesson
skills and after reading less, we can find more importantly skill from it.
2. Research Background
The ability to communicate through writing, is an important part of people's daily life and is crucial
for many professions (teaching, business, law, etc.) (Soltani, 1380, quoting Islamite, 1384). Writing or
production and contiguous word organizing for writing are complementary of reading cognitive skill.
Writing is cognitive skill that it is influenced by the view of the author, readers' understanding, the ability
to use language and many other factors (Cerami, 1373, quoted from Islamic, 1384). Self- efficacy is one
of the important structures in Bandura’s cognitive – social theories and means reliability and personal
belief into their abilities to control their thoughts, feelings, activities and effective functioning in the
stressful successes (Capra, Regalia & scabini, 2002). This theory emphasizes on the essential role of
self-efficiency beliefs in the growth of human behavior (Meece, Glienke & bury, 2006).
So, it is effective on the actual performance of people, selections, organizing and implementation
of action courses to achieve the goals of performance levels, progress and the amount of effort is spent
for an activity by person (Regalia & bandura, 2002). Self-efficacy has various fields that it includes:
social self-efficacy, academic self-efficacy, and emotional self-efficacy, physical self-efficacy
(Lymberichz, 2001; quoted in Thahmasban & Anari, 1388). According to Bandura's social learning
theory, self-efficacy beliefs influence on elections of people, field of study, and done activities by person
(Zarezadeh & Cadaver, 1386). People who have low self-efficacy, feel helpless and unable to exercise
control over life events and when they encounter obstacles, if their primary efforts in dealing with
problems is inconclusive, they will quickly have lost hope (Fritzsche & parrish, 2005).
Putwain, sander & larkin (2012) found that students with high self-efficacy than students with lower
self-efficacy have higher performance. Many studies have been noted to positive relationship between
self-efficacy and academic achievement beliefs (including: Linnenbrink & pintrich, 2003, Malka &
coningto ,2006, Zimmerman, Bandura & Martinez, 1992, Pintrich & De groot ,1990). in most studies
usually this relationship is such that self-efficacy beliefs as a mediator variable apply effects of variables
such as past experiences, cognitive ability and gender and other their beliefs into academic achievement
variable. Bandura believes that sense of self-efficacy can play an important role in a person's perspective
and view on the objectives, tasks and his challenges (Cain, Bardone- cone, Abramson, vohs & Joiner,
2008).
Komarraju, Nadler (2013) in a research among eighth grade students showed that students with
high gain more academic success because of their mastery on challenges. Overall, self- efficiency can
predict academic achievement and average due to impulses and movements and self – regulation. Great
progress in fields such as molecular biology, neurology, medicine, brain imaging, genetics, and created
different fields from cognitive neuroscience allowed us for a closer look at the chemical, structural and
functional aspects of what actually happens in the brain during learning (Wesson, 2001, quoted from
Hoiland 2005).
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Growth and development of any society owes society education system (Sharon, Haghighi and
Poladi, 1379). The success or lack of success problem in the education is the most important concerns
of any educational system in all societies, academic achievement of every society students reflects the
educational system's success in targeting and attention to meet individual needs (Moradi Moghaddam,
1383). The beginning of a child's language interaction with the environment is two "listening” and
"speaking" skills. a child who has enough space and worthy opportunity to play and communicate with
their surroundings, and receive incentives and necessary feedbacks from the people around him to
respond to environmental stimuli, will feel a greater need for the use of language in himself and thus,
he will increase his efforts to accumulate and use these experiences (Chand Sharma, 2002; Van Allen
and Allen, 1976; quoted from Faramrzy, Karimiyan and Nasrollahi, 1390).
Two other language skills titled "school skills" are "writing" and "reading" skills. if learning is
considered as decoding from produced sounds in the child's environment, children with exposure to
them and imitate them gradually understand the existing system in them and himself is came as
spokesperson of that tongue, access to both reading and writing skills required to obtain another system
of language as "writing system" or "writing system” (Zandi, 1385). Two “listening and reading" skills are
called as perceptual skills and two "Speaking and writing" skills are called as the generative skills. (Chaind
Sharma, 2002; Zrghamyan, 1383).
writing is the most last and difficult lingual proficiency whether in terms of achieving time
procedure, and or the terms of generative ability - that for achieving it, the person should have the
ability to understand the relationship between sounds and graphical pictures , short and long term
memory for storing forms of letters and fittings, motor abilities needed for handwriting, perception of
the relationship between motor and visual muscles and coordination among them in writing, the ability
to understand the meaning of written and many other skills in addition to having adequate skills in
listening and speaking (Dadsetan , 1385). Writing skill got very important in today's complex world
in which written symbols have very important application (Brooks & Grundy, 1988). writing or
production and organizing interconnected speech for writing was complementary of cognitive skill,
oneself is a cognitive skill that affects their view of authors, readers' understanding, the ability to learn
the language and many other factors. (Glover & Brunnin, translation of Kharrazi, 1385). And as well
as, numerous biological, social, cultural, physical and psychological factors can be effective on learning
language skills (written language) be effective (Mashkot al dyny, 1379).
Among these factors , we can point to factors related to family such as cultural and economic
factors , social class of parent and the level of literacy and how their employment , the number of
family children , and amount of the verbal and nonverbal relationship of child in a family
environment, educational factors related to family cohesion, educational status of the family people ,
all the psychological factors associated with the child's personality such as introversion or extraversion ,
motivation, educational approaches and self-efficacy beliefs and etc and social factors related to the
interaction with peers and adults at home and school (Bandura, 1997).
Self-efficacy beliefs are effective in how to deal people with different situations in achieving goals and
has much effects on the motivational process (Pervin & John, 2001). There is mutual or reciprocal
causality between self-efficacy beliefs and behavior and human actions and how effect of conditions on
self-efficacy beliefs and conversely, how effect of self-efficacy beliefs on motivation and action (Bandura,
1997). Self-efficacy beliefs through four processes of human interactions adjust cognitive processes, motivational
processes, emotional processes and selection processes (Bandura, 1997).
Cormarajo & Nadler (2013) found that self-efficacy through impulses and movements and self –
regulation can predict academic achievement and average. One of the most important cognitive factors
affecting academic achievement, is self-efficacy (Askari, Kahrizi, Sommaye. and Kahrizi, Maryam,
1392). according to the requirement of each skill is self-efficacy, means that it states person confidence
and belief in one's own ability to control thoughts, feelings, activities, and also his performance about
intended skill, and in the written language as a skill, countless factors may be effective including
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psychological factors such as self-efficacy and self-efficacy beliefs, motivation, introversion or
extroversion, social factors related to interacting with peers and adults in the home and school and
appropriate educational approach (Bandura, 1997).
Also considering that writing and thinking are strongly connected with each other so that writing can
be used as a tool for thinking purification and given that, high complex and cognitive activities are
necessary to practice writing, writing smoother and more meaningful (Patrishia Wolff, translation of
Abolqasemi, 1382). for this purpose, the other skills is necessary to use the appropriate approach to
have a firm foundation in the skills of listening and proficiency in the use of written language, means
that the capability of thought in the brain and its conversion into segments and appropriate syntactic
patterns, designing graphic correct form each of the letters and words in mind, the desirable use of a
writing instrument in drawing the shape of the letters, making unique complex relationships, eyes,
hands, and enough visual and motor memory, all are from the necessities of writing (Faryar and
Rakhshan , 1379). Brain-based learning suggests that the kind of education in which how to get the
processing and storage of information and knowledge, with an emphasis on building connection and
relationship between them can be serious consideration (Amini, 1391).
Done researches on the brain and its structure, undergoes change the existing approach towards life
and consequently, the kind of our approach to education is also affected (Talkhabi, 1387). it should be
noted that the human brain has the various parts but our current educational system has pointed a small
percentage of it, now, school teachings focus on the narrow part of the brain that it is placed on the left
side of the cerebral cortex and the isolation of specific parts of the brain has destroyed correlation and
Its systematic cohesion (Carey, 2005). Left brain tends to divide the information for analysis, while the
right side of the brain tends to put information together to form an overall picture (Moghadasi, 1391).
Neuroscientist’s tests revealed that the human brain contains special applications to improve teaching
and learning experiences. New researches suggests that teachers who use the new teaching theories
based on their brain, have developed their class experiences to a high level (Chuck Cerve Baasl, 1394).
The experiments show that the two hemispheres of the brain play different responsibilities in
connection with the thinking and the way it. Subjects that are associated with the left brain, focus on the
logical thinking, analysis and accuracy. Subjects, which are associated with the right brain, focused on
the virtuosos, emotions and creativity (Herman, 2005). According to what was discussed, question of
this the study is that is methods of teaching composition and brain-based learning effective to improve
written expression and self-efficacy of students?
3. Methodology
The statistical society of this study include all elementary school fifth grade female students of
Esfarayen city in the academic year 95-94 that the number of them was 483 people. The ample of this
study included 30 people that were randomly assigned to two experimental and control groups. onestage cluster random sampling method was used for selection of sample , in this case that the first , two
schools were randomly selected among all public schools for girls in Esfarayen city that their number
was 14 schools and the first , self-efficacy inventory and written language was performed on all fifth
grade students , and among these people , those who had the lowest score , and were ready to
participate in the study , 30 people were selected as sample , and were randomly assigned to
experimental and control groups. The first pre-test was performed for the control group and witness
and then the experimental group was exposed the independent variable (brain-based method) for eight
sessions and then after a week, the posttest was conducted in both experimental and control groups,
description of conducted sessions is as follows:
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The experimental group exposures brain-based learning principles intervention for eight sessions
according to view of (Cayenne Vkayn, 2005) after creating the right environment and conditions
observation and brain-based learning components.

The First session
The second session
The third session
The fourth Session
The fifth session
The Sixth Session
The Seventh session
The Eighth Session

Table 1. Based brain training technique
discuss by brainstorming method about the subjects and topics and information
circulation
use imagination and visualization in order to elaborate a specific topic
The presence in a particular environment related to real life of students and describing it
Training memory tree to students and use it in writing
Training simulation of a location and based- simulation writing
Training use of openness and forced relationship table to write a creative essay
Training compound essay of words , numbers and images in order to create creativity in
essay
Comparing writings of last meetings with previous posts to evaluate the strengths and
weaknesses

3.1. Measurement tools
3.1.1. Content analysis of written expression questionnaire
questionnaire of written language analysis of students was designed by Englert (1990) to identify the
problems of students in the written language and it is based on 5 sub- process, namely planning,
organization, writing, editing, correction and revision, which is scored quantitatively , it has 16 questions
which measures questions 1 to 3 in the planning sub- process , questions 4 to 7 in the organization subprocess , questions 8 to 10 in the writing sub- process , questions 11 to 13 in the editing sub- process
and questions 14 to 16 in the correction sub- process . The lowest score is zero and the highest score
will depend on the number of paragraphs and items you want on the composition of the student
(Bahrami, Adamzadeh & mokhtary, 1390). Sharifi and Adamzadeh. (1380) used content validity
method to obtain inventory validity and put inventory disposal professors and specialists and they were
asked that can have intended questions measure written expression content? According to suggestions
and criticisms of these researchers, the intended translated questionnaire was corrected and has been
removed its defects.
3.2. Academic self-efficacy scale
Academic self-efficacy scale was designed by Morgan and Jenkins (1999) and is the most extensive list
which use itself report levels as a dependent variable. this scale has 30 questions and three subscales
talent, effort and texture and is designed using a Likert scale with multiple choice answers included
completely disagree (score 1), somewhat disagree (score 2), somewhat agree (score 3) or strongly agree
(score 4), that questions 4-5-15-19-20-22 and 23 are scored reversely. The lowest score on this scale is
30 and the highest score is 120 (quoting Karimizadeh and Mohseni, 1385). Morgan and Jenkins have
taken advantage factor analysis in order to validity of this inventory. Factor analysis emphasized three
main factors in scale. The first item related to talent and the second factor coordinated with items of
tissue factor and the third item coordinated with items of effort factor. These researchers have reported
items correlation with the total score of this questionnaire in a meaningful and optimal level.
Morgan and Jenkins (1999) reported reliability coefficient of inventory 0.82 and reliability coefficient
of each subscale of the talent, effort and tissue 0.78 and 0.66 and 0.70 (quoted from Karimizadeh and
Mohseni, 1381). Karimizadeh and Mohseni (1385), obtained reliability coefficient of scale through
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4. Findings
Table 2. Descriptive information about the self- efficacy and written language of the experimental group and the control
group in the pre-test and post-test
variables
experim
control
ental
group
group
experimental group
Pre-test
Post-test
Pre-test
Post-test
mean
Standard
mean
Standard
mean
Standard deviation
mean
Standard
deviation
deviation
deviation
self- efficacy
89.20
8.57
104.13
7.13
87.66
10.16
89.20
10.27
written expression
47.80
5.54
68.93
13.12
42.46
7.91
43.86
5.90

As it is showed in the above table, mean scores of self-efficacy and written expression is increased in
the experimental group in post-test and was not created a significant change in the control group.
The variable
Self-efficiency

Table 3. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test results (normal data)
Control
The mean
Standard deviation
Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Experiment
104.13
7.13
0.566
control
89.20
10.27
0.608

Significance
0.319
0.250

Based on the results listed in the table above and considering that the significance higher level of 0.05
can be inferred that distribution of self-efficacy scores in the experimental group and the control group
were normal. Therefore, pre –assumption of the normal data be met to perform covariance analysis
test.
Table 4. The results of Levine test to determine variances homogeneity of experimental and control groups
The variable
F
Df1
df2
Sig
The self-efficiency
1.930
1
28
0.176

As it is seen from the performing results of the Levine test in above table, due to the significance level
is greater than 0.05, scattering data of experimental and control groups is matched in self-efficacy
variable. So, pre-assumption of variances equality be fulfilled in order to run covariance analysis test.
Table 5. Summarization of the results of covariance analysis of effect of training composition with brain-based learning
style on self-efficacy of students
sources of
sum
of
df
mean of squares
F
significance
mean of
test
changes
squares
share Eta
exponent
pre-exam
1986.38
1
1986.38
263.22
0.000
0.907
1.000
Group
1369.27
1
1369.27
181.44
0.000
0.870
1.000
Memberships

As the above table results show, effect of the group's membership is significant in self-efficacy (p<
0.01). according to the results of above table, significance F (F = 181.448, P<0.01, Partial ƞ2 = 0.870)
shows that after adjusting averages of pre-test, there is significant difference between average of
experimental and control groups in post-test. in other words, teaching composition by the brain-based
learning method makes to increase self-efficacy scores of students and influences favorably on their selfefficiency and also, the amount of effect is 0.907 means that 91% of the difference between groups is
through training and implementation of the test.
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The variable
written
expression

Table 6. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test results (normal data)
The mean
Standard
Kolmogorovdeviation
Smirnov
Experiment
68.93
13.12
0.630
Control
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control

43.86

5.90

0.422

Significance
0.412
0.328

Based on the results listed in the table above and considering the significance higher level of 0.05 can
be inferred that distribution of the written language scores is in the experimental group and the control
group. Therefore, pre –assumption of the normal data be met to perform covariance analysis test.
Table 7. The results of Levine test to determine variances homogeneity of experimental and control groups
The variable
F
Df1
df2
Sig
written expression
1.350
1
28
0.273

As it is seen from the performing results of the Levine test in above table, due to the significance level
is greater than 0.05, scattering data of experimental and control groups is matched in written expression
variable. So, pre-assumption of variances equality be fulfilled in order to run covariance analysis test.
Table 8. Summarization of the results of covariance analysis test of effect of training composition with brain-based
learning style on writing expression of students
sources of
sum
of
df
mean of
F
significance
mean of
test
changes
squares
squares
level
share Eta
exponent
pre-exam
683.839
1
683.839
8.329
0.008
0.236
0.794
Group
2890.975
1
2890.975
35.211
0.000
0.566
1.000
Memberships

As the above table results show, effect of the group's membership is significant in writing expression
(p< 0.01). according to the results of above table, significance F (F = 43.247, P<0.01, Partial ƞ2 = 0.616)
shows that after adjusting averages of pre-test, there is significant difference between average of
experimental and control groups in post-test. in other words, teaching composition by the brain-based
learning method makes to increase written expression scores of students and influences favorably on
their written expression and also, the amount of effect is 0.57 means that 57% of the difference between
groups is through training and implementation of the test.
5. Discussion
Review scores and analysis them on the basis of table 4-4 shows that brain-based approach had a
positive effect on self-efficacy of students and it could improve self- efficiency of students in the brainbased experimental group than the control group. Brain-based approach influenced on self – efficiency
of students due to individual differences, creating successful experiences and steps for students, reform
and strengthen the learning styles by students themselves, and entrusted with the responsibility of
learning by students (Samiye, 1389). The findings of this research are consistent with other numerous
studies in the realm of brain-based learning. Including Pashyk and Steele (2007) in their research efforts
as (increase student achievement through based – brain strategies)), (multiple intelligences), have shown
that brain-based strategies increase students' confidence and reduce their negative behavior and has
been made academic achievement of them. Since brain-based learning teaching method is a dynamic
and active student-centered method , and active teaching methods can help increase self- efficiency
of learners that they can have more perception and control on assignments and also , obtained content
is in result of self-learning activities in its creation and refers to a set of methods that stimulate Child's
activities in relation to his public needs , and the used ways in this method, follow mental development
of student and socialization him (Marefat Nia, 1385 quoted Kayani, 1388).
Goldenberg in based - solution theory points out that with an emphasis on power and mental strength,
people references can affect positively self- efficiency and will give this force to people references so
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that they can create positive changes in themselves (Goldenberg and Goldenberg, 2000). According to
the theory of Garner can be said; (Gardner, 2000) on brain-based learning suggests that coaches should
allow students to learn together and also use peripheral learning. The teachers should organize learning
based on the actual problems and encourage students so that they learn in situations outside of the
classroom and through inside school. They must offer students the opportunity so that they learn as
group and through participation and use the surroundings learning. Brain-based learning principles
knowledgeable teacher knows that learning does not happen only in the classroom. So, he tries to
encourage students learning outside of the classroom.
According to this principle student to take responsibility for their learning and will enhance their
learning level and will influence on the composition learning and increase the quality and enriching the
written language of students. in explaining else can be said that since the last stage of writing is writing
expression, that in real, it is the active writing stage and final stage of writing. The writing or production
and organizing interconnected speech as text, was complementary of reading cognitive skill, that it itself
is a cognitive skill that affects author's view, readers' understanding, the ability to learn language and
many other factors (Glover and Browning, translation of Kharrazi, 1385). And as well as writing and
thinking are strongly connected with each other; so that writing can be used as tool for treatment of
thinking and as well as complex and many cognitive activities to practice writing, writing smoother and
more rich is created (Patricia Wolff, 1998; Translation by Abolqasemi, 1382).
So, the use of cognitive and mental processes can create better and is more complete written works.
and as well as according to previous research, we can say that as for composition and the written
language have placed the value of creativity that creativity fertilizes students and written expression is a
complex thought activity, and teaching creative solving problem influences on the performance of the
written language of students in written language skill. Thus we can explain that the use of active learning
approaches (Collaboration, problem solving, brainstorming, brain-based learning, innovative, etc.)
along with the development of learning resources can improve to a large extent the teaching and learning
of writing lessons and written language.
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